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Not quite what We thought it could be, but it is still a good buy. I expected this book to have a broader range of tattoos
as time passes, but We felt that the publication was very heavily covering certain periods and varieties of tattoos while
overlooking others. Overall, that is still a very interesting book, but not as comprehensive as I'd have anticipated. I
reordered it to end up being sent within my address,it arrived,a nice book with many images of several different tatoos,I
am posting those pages with the person the book is meant for by sending it page by page. Incredible classic pictures.
1000 Tattoos Hi there,I ordered this reserve X2; Hate to dismantal this nice book but had no choice with not getting my
first order of this publication to it's destination. MANY THANKS L. A Pictorial Background of Tattoos This book is a
wonderful pictorial history of tattoos. Pretty good bargain Has a decent variety of tattoos, however the majority seemed
to be retro tattoos. Has some amazing japanese pieces though. GREAT BARGAIN FANTASTIC!! 1000 Tattoo's Great
number of tattoo pictures, dark and white and also color, in this small book. Very exciting to look through so many
different types of tattoos. You couldn't pay out me to obtain a tattoo myself, bur it certainly is fun to see what body
decorations others can't resist. 1000 Tattoos Book We was expecting this tiny tattoo instruction with maybe a few
hundred web pages, if that. I didn't buy this reserve and for a library rental it garners 3/5 stars. that's really my
problem and not the books - I found a few of the tattoos amazing and I wanted to learn the "whys" in it. GREAT deal!!
Extremely interesting to flip through. Taschen tattoo book I got this reserve from my neighborhood library. Awesome
Simple, if you value the oldschool tattoo design, this is a must have.the first order was never received compared to that
address,my card never refunded,never got info on what happened. Only problem with this reserve is that there are so
many photos that the binding can not handle them all. I just gave it 4 celebrities because I would have liked to possess
known even more about the subjects in the images; It's a fairly neat reserve. I don't personally have any tattoos
because I physique I'd hate to become stuck with them forever and my dad told me when I was young that he was so
proud of your skin his parents offered him that he didn't desire to mess it up. My father fought in WWII, went through
the great depression, possessed a Model T as his 1st car which his brother and him paid somewhat over $800 for fresh
from a seller as their careers as newsboys at the time and $1 for a drivers license so his opinions mean a whole lot and
he usually valued a clean shave so I've never really had a beard. Most of the various other tattoos didn't seem very
original. The pinup women/naked women are pretty, page 65, page 130/131, web page 552. I enjoyed some of the tattoo
styles in this book. I want originality if I'll be considering something and very little in this book was this way. But this
publication was BIG.O. It had been in the "employee recommendations" section. It was A lot more than I anticipated.
I've referenced this reserve for several college reports. I would recommend this book for anyone with a love of tattoos
and background.
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